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The dynamic genre of musical theater that transformed popular entertainment in Cuba
A teenaged boy travels to Ecuador to visit family, explores the country, and searches for a beautiful girl who could help him win a
photography contest.
Current scholarship on Latin American historical fiction has failed to take feminism and postcolonialism into account. This study
uses these important contemporary discourses as a starting point for a new definition of the Latin American historical novel that
includes national identity, magical realism, historical intertextuality, and symbolism.
Not a primer in aesthetics and revolution nor in Nicaraguan poetry, but rather a theoretical and sociohistorical intervention on
aesthetics, revolution, and Marxism revised from its presentation as the author's doctoral dissertation (U. of Washington, 1990).
Assumes some familiarity with the histori
Focusing on literary texts produced from 2000 to 2009, Lorraine Ryan examines the imbrication between the preservation of
Republican memory and the transformations of Spanish public space during the period from 1931 to 2005. Accordingly, Ryan
analyzes the spatial empowerment and disempowerment of Republican memory and identity in Dulce Chacón’s Cielos de barro,
Ángeles López’s Martina, la rosa número trece, Alberto Méndez’s ’Los girasoles ciegos,’ Carlos Ruiz Zafón ?s La sombra del
viento, Emili Teixidor’s Pan negro, Bernardo Atxaga’s El hijo del acordeonista, and José María Merino’s La sima. The
interrelationship between Republican subalternity and space is redefined by these writers as tense and constantly in flux,
undermined by its inexorable relationality, which leads to subjects endeavoring to instill into space their own values. Subjects
erode the hegemonic power of the public space by articulating in an often surreptitious form their sense of belonging to a
prohibited Republican memory culture. In the democratic period, they seek a categorical reinstatement of same on the public
terrain. Ryan also considers the motivation underlying this coterie of authors’ commitment to the issue of historical memory, an
analysis which serves to amplify the ambits of existing scholarship that tends to ascribe it solely to postmemory.
Killing Carmens is the first book on women's crime writing from Spain and offers a new approach to Spanish crime fiction, combining literary
criticism with sociological and criminological theory. This multidisciplinary study analyses how female authors use crime and detective genres
to analyse the role and position of their countrywomen.
This collection of essays analyzes shifting notions of self as represented in films and novels written and produced in Spain in the twenty-first
century. In doing so, the anthology establishes an international dialogue of multicultural perspectives on trends in contemporary Spain, and
serves as a useful reference for scholars and students of Spanish literature and cinema. The primary avenues of exploration include
representations of recovery in post-crisis Spain, marginalized texts and identities, silenced subjectivities, intersecting relationships, and
spaces of desire and control. The individual chapters focus on major events, such as the global economic crisis, the tension between majority
and minority cultures within Spain, and the ongoing repercussions of past trauma and historical memory. In doing so, they build upon theories
of identity, subjectivity, gender, history, memory, and normativity.
Based on the Natural Approach by stressing the use of activities in a natural and spontaneous classroom atmosphere.
"[These volumes] are endlessly absorbing as an excursion into cultural history and national memory."--Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. "[These
volumes] are endlessly absorbing as an excursion into cultural history and national memory."--Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
Hybridity in Spanish Culture is an anthology that explores hybridity in select works from the dawn of Imperial Spain to the twenty-first century.
The phenomenon of hybridity has been pervasive throughout Spanish history. The hybrid literary and visual texts studied in this
volume—ranging from aljamiado writings and the legacy from the convivencia to contemporary immigration narratives—blur or erase
purportedly fixed boundaries: between history and fiction, story and History, nationality and transnationalism, subjectivity and objectivity, as
well as between genres, cultures, languages and eras. Hybridity constitutes the state of simultaneously belonging to categories that had
previously been considered exclusive. It renders the concept of pure as a construct, a chosen perception, a psychic imposition on experience.
Implicit within hybridity is a fusion of two or more separate factors, entities or concepts, but the essential aspect of this fusion is that the hybrid
text becomes an original. Hence, hybridity nods to the past, but points to the future. Hybridity in Spanish Culture, written both in Spanish and
English, as a “metahybrid,” is a collection about hybridity that is a hybrid itself. In hopes of blurring borders, dissipating taxonomies, and
dehierarchizing binary oppositions, the European and US authors and editors contribute to cultural studies scholarship and underscore the
omnipresence and ubiquity of interstitial conditions as they relate to national or cultural identity, linguistic crossings, inter-genre blendings and
the conception of home and belonging.

In the Victorian era, Lafcadio Hearn introduced the culture and literature of Japan to the West. Celebrated for his collections of
Japanese legends and ghost stories, as well as writings about the city of New Orleans, Hearn produced a diverse and inimitable
range of works. This comprehensive eBook presents Hearn’s complete works, with numerous illustrations, rare texts appearing in
digital print for the first time, informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with
images relating to Hearn’s life and works * Concise introductions to the major texts * All the published books, with individual
contents tables * Features many rare story and essay collections available in only this eBook * Images of how the books were first
published, giving your eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * Famous works are fully illustrated
with their original artwork * Special chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the complete short stories * Easily locate the
short stories you want to read * Includes Hearn’s rare Creole works– available in no other collection * Features Bisland’s seminal
biography - explore Hearn’s life and letters * Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: Books on Japanese Subjects GLIMPSES OF
UNFAMILIAR JAPAN (1894) OUT OF THE EAST (1895) KOKORO: HINTS AND ECHOES OF JAPANESE INNER LIFE (1896)
GLEANINGS IN BUDDHA-FIELDS (1897) EXOTICS AND RETROSPECTIVES (1898) JAPANESE FAIRY TALES (1898) IN
GHOSTLY JAPAN (1899) SHADOWINGS (1900) JAPANESE LYRICS (1900) A JAPANESE MISCELLANY (1901) KOTT?: BEING
JAPANESE CURIOS, WITH SUNDRY COBWEBS (1902) KWAIDAN: STORIES AND STUDIES OF STRANGE THINGS (1903)
JAPAN: AN ATTEMPT AT INTERPRETATION (1904) THE ROMANCE OF THE MILKY WAY AND OTHER STUDIES AND
STORIES (1905) Books on Louisiana Subjects LA CUISINE CREOLE: A COLLECTION OF CULINARY RECIPES (1885) GOMBO
ZHÈBES: A LITTLE DICTIONARY OF CREOLE PROVERBS (1885) CHITA: A MEMORY OF LAST ISLAND (1889) CREOLE
SKETCHES (1922) Other Works ONE OF CLEOPATRA’S NIGHTS AND OTHER FANTASTIC ROMANCES by The?ophile
Gautier (1882) STRAY LEAVES FROM STRANGE LITERATURE (1884) SOME CHINESE GHOSTS (1887) YOUMA, THE
STORY OF A WEST-INDIAN SLAVE (1889) TWO YEARS IN THE FRENCH WEST INDIES (1890) LEAVES FROM THE DIARY
OF AN IMPRESSIONIST (1911) BOOKS AND HABITS, FROM THE LECTURES OF LAFCADIO HEARN The Short Stories LIST
OF SHORT STORIES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER LIST OF SHORT STORIES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER The Biographies
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THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF LAFCADIO HEARN by Elizabeth Bisland Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through
our range of exciting titles or to purchase this eBook as a Parts Edition of individual eBooks
Since Prosper Mérimée and Georges Bizet (with his librettists Meilhac and Halévy) brought the figure of the Spanish Carmen to
prominence in the nineteenth century an astonishing eighty or so film versions of the story have been made. This collection of
essays gathers together a unique body of scholarly critique focused on that Carmen narrative in film. It covers the phenomenon
from a number of aspects: cultural studies, gender studies, studies in race and representation, musicology, film history, and the
history of performance. The essays take us from the days of silent film to twenty-first century hip-hop style, showing, through a
variety of theoretical and historical perspectives that, despite social and cultural transformations—particularly in terms of gender,
sexuality and race—remarkably little has changed in terms of basic human desires and anxieties, at least as they are represented
in this body of films. The conception of Carmen's independent sexuality as a source of danger both to men (and occasionally
women) and to respectable society has been a constant. Nor has sexual and ethnic otherness lost its appeal. On the other hand,
the corpus of Carmen films is more than a simple recycling of stereotypes and each engages newly with the social and cultural
issues of their time.
This work offers a comprehensive examination of Miguel Delibes as a social critic who subtly questions, decenters, and
demythifies the Francoist mythical values of a society in search of its essence, projected in the Nationalists' myth of heroism and
the Crusade, the myth of detachment, stoicism, integration, and the myth of progress. This book seeks to demonstrate that the
Franco government, like any totalitarian regime, appropriated myth as a tool for the dissemination of its ideology. This study is of
unique importance because, unlike Goytisolo, Torrente Ballester, Martin-Santos, and Benet, who have been identified as
demythifiers, no study has examined Delibes' fiction from the point of view of demythification.
This collection of essays examines current trends in scholarly research on Spanish author Carmen Martín Gaite (1925-2000). It
concentrates on the least explored areas of Martín Gaite's oeuvre, such as her collage artwork, the relationship between image
and text in her work, and her close relationship with themes such as genre writing, the fairy tale, and textual/physical notions of
space, as well as her personal theories on orality and narration. As we pass the tenth anniversary of her death, Martín Gaite
continues to be an increasing focus of study, as scholars start to identify and comprehend the breadth and scope of her work. The
essays in the volume complement previous studies of Martín Gaite's major works from the 1960s and 1970s by focusing largely on
her later novels, together with in-depth analysis of the manuscripts and artistic materials that have been made available since her
death.
"A naturalist's chronicle of the Carmen Mountains of northern Mexico; essays and photographs reflect the region's biodiversity,
natural history, resources, and conservation"-Since Prosper Mérimée and Georges Bizet (with his librettists Meilhac and Halévy) brought the figure of the Spanish Carmen to
prominence in the nineteenth century an astonishing eighty or so film versions of the story have been made. This collection of
essays gathers together a unique body of scholarly critique focused on that Carmen narrative in film. It covers the phenomenon
from a number of aspects: cultural studies, gender studies, studies in race and representation, musicology, film history, and the
history of performance. The essays take us from the days of silent film to twenty-first century hip-hop style, showing, through a
variety of theoretical and historical perspectives that, despite social and cultural transformations—particularly in terms of gender,
sexuality and race—remarkably little has changed in terms of basic human desires and anxieties, at least as they are represented
in this body of films. The conception of Carmen’s independent sexuality as a source of danger both to men (and occasionally
women) and to respectable society has been a constant. Nor has sexual and ethnic otherness lost its appeal. On the other hand,
the corpus of Carmen films is more than a simple recycling of stereotypes and each engages newly with the social and cultural
issues of their time.
"Poems of death, sexuality, poetics, protest, witness, and exile by Argentine-born (1950) poet raised in Chile and now living in the
US. Brief introduction by Alicia Galaz-Vivar Weldon describes poems; short biographical notes for author and translator.Literal, at
times overly literal, translations"--Handbook of Latin American Studies, v. 58.
"Explores the early works of seventeenth-century Spanish painter Diego Velâazquez. Focuses on works from 1617 to 1623,
examining the painter's critical engagement with the artistic, religious, and social practices of his native Seville"--Provided by
publisher.
This compelling analysis of four contemporary novels by Latin American women writers, Tierra Inerme by Cuban writer Dora
Alonso, Hasta No Verte Jes's M Ro by Mexican Elena Poniatowska, Cenizas de Izalco by Salvadoran Claribel Alegr Ra and
Darwin Flakoll, and La Casa de los Esp Rritus by Chilean Isabel Allende, uncovers a common discourse of female solidarity
against tyranny in the form of dictatorial governments, class domination, and ethnic inequality as well as patriarchal abuse.
Providing a thorough historical background, Maureen Shea traces the protagonists' growing resistance to personal and political
marginalization and analyzes female bonding as a force against oppression. This study provides a tightly argued contribution to
the study of both literature and gender studies in Latin America, as well as Latin American history and politics.
The language of the body is central to the study of flamenco. From the records of the Inquisition, to 16th century literature, to
European travel diaries, the Spanish dancer beguiles and fascinates. The word flamenco evokes the image of a sensuous and
rebellious woman—the bailaora —whose movements seduce the audience, only to reject their attention with a stomp of defiance.
The dancer’s body is an agent of ideological resistance, conveying a conflicting desire for subjectivity and autonomy and implying
deeply held ideas about history, national identity, femininity and masculinity. This collection of new essays provides an overview of
flamenco scholarship, illuminating flamenco’s narrative and chronology and addressing some common misconceptions. The
contributors offer fresh perspectives on age-old themes and suggest new paradigms for flamenco as a cultural practice. Instructors
considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
The heart wants what the heart wants.Race...Culture...Creed...Become little more than words in the dictionary when the heart sets
its sights on its desire.Join our authors as they explore interracial themes ranging from the challenges of loving someone from
another culture to fighting for the right to love at all.MIX AND MATCHCelebrate diversity with us.STORIES
INCLUDEDFORBIDDENLAYLA DORINESage never imagined a trip down south would lead to so many discoveries.He also never
expected to meet Eugene, who is as different from Sage as north from south.Two young men from different backgrounds.Can they
find friendship and love while surrounded by those who consider their desires to be forbidden?THROUGH THE FRONT
DOOREDDY LEFEYA front door could be many things:Hope, fear, a fresh start, a cold expanse of nothingness.What will Thomas
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Ng's front door mean for Daniel Grimm?DECEPTIVE HISTORIESERIC GOBERWhen Miguel falls for Van, he gets caught in the
crosshairs of an angry spirit.A spirit who cursed Van's family long ago.Can Miguel and Van break the curse?Or will their lives end
in ruin?MESCHIANZA MEETINGSASTA IDONEAPhiladelphia, 1778Lieutenant Penton has two problems: dealing with society
functions and hiding his passion for Isaac, a slave.When invited to assist with preparations for the Meschianza, he sees it as a
brief escape from both.However, the night will prove to have more to offer than he ever would have dreamed possible.A
HOPELESS MIRAGEKEVIN CAUCHERAfter hearing "e;no rice"e; enough times, Guy decided to swear off dating apps and men,
only to find himself falling for his best friend's boyfriend.A TOUCH OF PARADISEALINA POPESCUHauled to work in Hawaii,
Tudor has little time to enjoy the island paradise.His obnoxious friend Radu has it much easier, using his free time to set Tudor up,
dangling a willing Hawaiian beauty in front of him.Having been burned by long-distance relationships before, Tudor stubbornly
resists Kahoni's advances.But can Tudor be worn down enough to enjoy a touch of paradise?A SURPRISING SERVICEA.
LUSCHIt's another frustrating chore in Nick's day: getting the boiler serviced.But when Prince walks through the door, it's not just
the heating that gets hot.BELONGLILY VELDENSent by the Royal Flying Doctor Service to curb an outbreak of influenza in an
Australian outback aboriginal community, Dr. Dan is ready for anything.Except Tommy...A half-caste aboriginal who feels he
doesn't belong...Anywhere.KISS OF THE SOUTHKASSANDRA LEAThe north and south have been divided by war. But love has
other plans for Joseph Calder and Ephraim Pickett.HOMEDALE CAMERON LOWRYWhat if the man you thought you could never
have was waiting for you all along?
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